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Pay Your Interns (CCCIF01)

Romeo & Juliet

In Canada, each year approximately
300,000 individuals (mostly female) take
on unpaid work in the form of internships,
but the number is likely much higher due
to our government’s lack of interest in
tracking illegal unpaid internships, or even
recognizing that they exist.

William Shakespeare’s most beloved work,
“Romeo & Juliet”, is brought to life in this
modern, contemporary re-telling. This film
delivers a fresh vision and a poetic vibrancy
that will captivate young and old alike.

Pay Your Interns! is a brutally honest,
unapologetic critique of the shady practice of Canadian
employers turning a blind eye to the Employment Standards
Act by “hiring” interns, who are expected to perform the
work of a “paid” employee, for free!
What is an intern? What is the difference between a legal/
illegal internship? Is a volunteer an intern? Is an intern an
unpaid employee? What is our government doing to protect
young professionals from unscrupulous employers looking for
free labour? What can an intern do to protect their workplace
rights? Pay Your Interns! answers these questions & many
more.
45 min. • Gr. 9-12, College/University • 2016
Cowgirls Can Cut It Films

Bitcoin Tips & Tricks:
Learn How to Buy, Sell
& Invest (T8935DVD)
Learn how to trade & how to manage your
own portfolio of CryptoCurrency. An ideal
practical course that teaches you where
to buy, sell and trade Bitcoin. You’ll learn
how to use Bitcoin to save on everyday
purchases and avoid transaction fees along
with the best places to buy, sell, trade, safely store, secure
and how to use Bitcoin to save money. Mastering Bitcoin is
essential for everyone interested in learning about Bitcoin
basics, the technical operation and how to trade Bitcoin.
From using a Bitcoin wallet, to running a Bitcoin business
or building your own financial portfolio, we’ll show you the
top 5 reasons to use Bitcoin. This easy to follow program
will teach you: What is Bitcoin, 5 reasons to Use Bitcoin,
Exchanges, Purse, Wallets and Mobile Wallets.

The film divides nicely into three acts with
natural stopping points at approx. 30 min
marks. The first Act tells Romeo’s story,
the second Juliet’s, and the final Act depicts their brief lives
together.
101 min. • Gr. 7-12, College/University • 2017
Parking Garage Pictures

Visual Communication Series
(4 Volumes)

One of the more recent aspects of mass
communication is a focus on visual communication. Using interviews with four of
the foundational scholars, this series offers
those who study and teach visual communication, a more humanized, personalized
approach to understanding theorists and
their work. Each program features one-on-one interviews
with founding scholars in the visual communication field
focusing on their background (how they got into the field),
their contribution, their critics and their future work. Each
scholar addresses visual communication from a different
perspective.
Titles in Series:
•
•
•
•

Applied Media Aesthetics
Images of Advertising and Propaganda
Media Ethics and Journalism
Visual Analysis of Presidential Debates

4X20 min. • Gr. 9-12, College/University • 2017
First Light Video

60 min. • Gr. 9-12, College/University •2017 • TMW Media
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Long Walk Home:
The Incredible Journey
of Sheila Burnford (SFI07)
For decades, “The Incredible Journey” has
been a family classic with numerous generations embracing the story of two dogs
and a cat lost in the wilderness as they
attempt to find their way home. A successful Walt Disney movie (and subsequent
remakes) have kept the story in our hearts. Less is known
about the woman who authored the original book - Sheila
Burnford. Born in Scotland, she was a woman who embraced
adventure and found herself in the middle of history during
one of Europe’s most volatile periods. After the war, in her
new home in Northwestern Ontario, she once again set off
in search of adventure. Everything she saw, everything she
experienced, would eventually be used in her writings.
Narrated by Sheila’s daughter, Jonquil Burnford Covello and
using Sheila’s own words (published works and personal
correspondence), family photos and home movies, this film
explores the life of an incredible woman who loved adventure, nature and all animals. And in particular her love for
a white bullterrier who was with her through the Blitz, life,
death and all major family events. Her desire to memorialize
him would lead to her greatest triumph.
37 min. • Gr. 7-12, College/University • 2017
Franco Finn Films Inc.

The Turn of This Century
(TOTC)

Featuring the iconic photography from the
pre-eminent photo documentarian of our
times - LIFE Magazine, and images from
the world leader in digital photography GettyImages, “The Turn of This Century”
is a revolutionary, modern entertainment
journey through some of the big events
that shaped the world over the 20th and 21st centuries. The
film is made entirely with still photography, like you’ve never
seen it before, with music by Robert Miles.
53 min. • Gr. 7-12, College/University • 2014
The Turn of This Century Production

Lost Girls (LG01)
In this timely drama we see Kara, a victim,
who is forced to lure young girls into sex
trafficking, confront her inner demons and
dangerous employers in order to break free
from the cycle of victimization.
This story ends happily but the sad reality
is that most don’t. Sex trafficking happens
everywhere and is on the increase. More than 90 per cent of
human trafficking victims in Canada are Canadian-born girls.
This drama serves as a clear warning to young viewers who
are preyed on by seemingly innocent acquaintances, either
online or in person. It will increase awareness that people are
not always who they appear to be, open the eyes of teenagers to this potential danger and alert them to keep safe.
The DVD also includes an additional behind-the-scenes segment which further explores the sex trafficking trade.
23 min. • Gr. 7-12, College/University • 2017
Rough Diamond Productions

When the Bough Breaks:
A Documentary About
Postpartum Depression (POV01)
“When the Bough Breaks” is a feature
length documentary about postpartum
depression and postpartum psychosis.
Narrated and executive produced by
Brooke Shields, this shocking film uncovers
this very public health issue which affects
one in five new mothers after childbirth.
The film follows Lindsay Gerszt, a mother who has been suffering from PPD for six years. Lindsay agrees to let the cameras document her and give us an in depth look at her path to
recovery. We meet women who have committed infanticide
and families who have lost loved ones to suicide.
Babies are dying, women aren’t speaking out and the signs
are being missed. “When the Bough Breaks” takes us on a
journey to find answers and break the silence. This film also
features stories from singer Carnie Wilson, actress Tanya
Newbould, celebrity chef Aarti Sequeira and Peggy Tanous of
The Real Housewives of Orange County.
93 min. • College/University • 2017 • Point of View Pictures
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The Crossing (CG2544)

A rare, firsthand account of one of
the most dangerous journeys of our
time, this timely, nail-biting documentary follows the grueling plight
of a group of Syrian refugees as they
cross the Mediterranean Sea and travel across Europe. Gritty
and unflinching, “The Crossing” delivers a poignant portrayal
of the immigrant experience by taking viewers where most
documentaries seldom go and follows the group as they split
up and struggle to build new lives and establish new identities
in five different countries.
55 min. • College/Adult • 2015 • Cinema Guild

Live to Air: Remembering
the Golden Age of Canadian
Television (JMCK001)
Some call those early days the ‘Golden Age
of Television.’ Glamourous singers, dancers,
costumes and lavish sets dazzled viewers on
variety shows. The dramas were ambitious,
edgy and compelling. The industry was new.
There were no rules. People took chances.
There was a sense of excitement and danger in those days before
video tape because all the shows were broadcast live to air.
The veteran actors, performers, writers, backstage people,
producers and directors from that time share their wonderful
experiences on LIVE TO AIR, a candid documentary which takes
us back to that amazing era in Canadian television. Included are
rare film clips from the big variety and comedy shows as well as
the compelling dramas that kept early viewers mesmerized from
coast to coast.
When TV debuted in the early fifties, those TV pioneers flew by
the seat of their pants when that red light went on. Anything
could happen and sometimes did...lights would fall crashing to
the studio floor, actresses playing corpses would rise up in their
coffins and doors that were supposed to open on air couldn’t
because a stage hand had nailed them shut.
LIVE TO AIR is a lively and fascinating story about those early days
of Canadian television, fondly remembered by the people who
were actually there when it all began. Featuring interviews with
Norman Jewison, Leslie Nielsen, Robert Goulet, Gordon Pinsent,
Jack Duffy, David Broadfoot, Lloyd Bochner, Shirley Harmer,
Juliette... and many more!
90 min. • Gr. 9-12, College/University • 2007
Jim McKenna Teleshows Inc.

#STI: A Modern Take on
Sexually Transmitted
Infections Series (S0004753)
No one wants to be sitting in ‘that’
chair, in front of ‘that’ doctor, at ‘that’
free clinic, getting ‘that’ news. It’s awkward, uncomfortable and
occasionally life altering, but 1 in 4 of us will be sitting there at
some point in our lives. Sexually Transmitted Infections (or STIs) can
affect everyone, regardless of age, gender or sexual orientation.
If you are sexually active, you are at risk. Hashtag or not, STIs ARE
trending and the goal is to bring students the facts on contraction,
transmission and prevention and to make those facts stick.
#STI is a creative, dramatic and entertaining multi-platform
experience that pulls no punches in its effort to get the information across. The aim is to promote sexual health and STI
education for everyone.
Each episode of #STI begins with a health professional informing an unseen patient that they have contracted an STI. The
talk is brief and one-sided; we don’t see the patient. Then,
we’re taken back in time into the patient’s life, into their circle
of friends and their relationships. Which specific moment did
the infection occur? Which sex act? Which sexual partner?
As the drama unfolds, there are many misdirects that poke
lighthearted fun at STI misconceptions. The drama reaches a
natural conclusion with the real moment of contraction and
the reveal of our mystery patient.
6 x 23 min • Gr. 9-12, College/University • 2016
Infectious Films Inc.

In Pursuit of Silence (CG2548)
“In Pursuit of Silence” is a meditative
exploration of our relationship with
silence, sound and the impact of noise
on our lives. With rapid global urbanization, noise pollution - an often overlooked threat to one’s well-being is an increasing concern. When did we become so loud as a society?
Patrick Shen gathers experts, audiologists, and academics to examine
not only the cognitive effects of constant noise, but also what we
lose culturally when we have less silence. Shot over two years, this
critically acclaimed documentary takes us around the globe - from
Orfield Labs in Minneapolis, the quietest place on earth, to Mumbai,
India, a city that often has noise of over 100 decibels. An immersive
cinematic experience, “In Pursuit of Silence” inspires us to experience
silence and celebrate the wonders of our natural world.
81 min. • College/Adult • 2016 • Cinema Guild • CG2548
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Atlantic (WHP01)

arrated by Emmy Award-winning actor
Brendan Gleeson, “Atlantic” follows the
fortunes of three small fishing communities, in Ireland, Norway and Newfoundland,
as they struggle to maintain their way of
life in the face of mounting economic and
ecological challenges. As the oil majors
drive deeper into their fragile seas, and
the world’s largest fishing companies push fish stocks to the
brink, coastal communities and the resources they rely on are
fast approaching a point of no return.
Filmed in some of the most remote and breathtaking locations in the North Atlantic, and at close quarters with some
of the sea’s most captivating characters, “Atlantic” brings to
the fore three very intimate stories from the global resource
debate. It explores how modern day communities must learn
from the past, in order to secure a brighter future.
75 min. • Gr. 7-12, College/University • 2016
Wreckhouse Productions

Great Lakes on the Edge
(SG01)

All of the Great Lakes are experiencing environmental stresses with
Lake Ontario downstream of the
other four lakes, most impacted.
This video deals with one major issue and its consequences
- that of excess nutrient inputs from urban and rural areas.
Using underwater and aerial photography this video explores
the impact of excess fertilizers from city sewage and agricultural runoff. These fuel both toxic algae blooms and
outbreaks of botulism that are deadly to Great Lakes fishes
and birds. The inshore shallows of the Lakes are especially
vulnerable to this form of pollution known as eutrophication.
Raising awareness of the Great Lakes’ problems is the first
step to solving them. Our health is tied to the health of our
waters. Information can lead to appropriate action and there
is much we can do individually, and collectively through policy, to reduce pollution.
After briefly surveying the lakes’ rich inshore areas and pollution impacts on them, this video includes information on how
changes in our diets and food production can make a difference. Together we can clean up the lakes. But first comes
knowledge and awareness. Shot in HD.

Guardians of Eternity (SFI06)
“Guardians of Eternity” is a
documentary film about the toxic legacy of the Giant Mine in Yellowknife,
Northwest Territories. The Giant Mine
was part of the founding infrastructure of the city of Yellowknife
and can still be seen on the outskirts of town. It is located near
the Yellowknives Dene First Nation communities of N.Dilo and
Dettah and was built in 1949 without consent on Dene hunting
and harvesting grounds.
For a number of years highly toxic arsenic trioxide, a byproduct of the roasting process used to separate gold from the
ore, spread widely from the roaster contaminating the land
around the mine. Today, the majority of the arsenic, some
237,000 tones, is buried underground in frozen chambers.
The Canadian and NWT governments are working to remediate the site and the current plan includes keeping the contaminants frozen, perhaps into eternity.
This is one of Canada’s most contaminated sites and understandably there is much public awareness and concern.
“Guardians of Eternity” introduces the people who are most
affected by this gold rush legacy and looks at the challenge of
communicating the danger to future generations posed by the
existence of a substance that will remain highly toxic forever.
45 min. • Gr. 7-12, College/University • 2015
Shebandowan Films

A Boy Called Po
When David Wilson’s young wife falls victim
to cancer, he is left a single working dad with
the sole responsibility of caring for his autistic
sixth grade son. Patrick, who prefers to be
called ‘Po,’ is a gifted but challenged child who
was very close to his mother and is unable to
communicate his own sense of loss. The growing divide between father and son and the
challenges of single parenthood of a special-needs child threaten
to separate David and Po permanently. Based on a true story, the
bonds of love between a grieving father and son are tested in the
most real way.
“Po is an inspiring story . . . This dramatic story shows the love
between a father and son and speaks strongly for the many
special needs children of the world.” - The Dove Foundation
95 min. • Gr. 7-12, College/University • 2016 • LOFC Productions

15 min. • Gr. 7-12, College/University • 2017 • Susan P. Gately
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